
Points for Land and Environment Court conciliation commission 24 May 2021 
On behalf of WEPA 
 

• Good morning – I’m Meredith Foley - I’ve been a Greville St resident for over 11 years and 
am also speaking today for WEPA – a local environment group. 

• I’d like to speak today in relation to habitat and biodiversity loss which is of importance to 
our local wildlife and residents. 

• This proposal will result in the removal of mature trees, grasses and shrubs which provide 
habitat for all manner of wildlife and many benefits to our community.  It’ll be replaced 
almost completely with buildings, glass windows and hard surfaces. 

• I’ve recently reread the 3 major planning and environmental Acts1.  All propose that we 
should be favouring developments which are ecologically sustainable and - in doing this 
(and I quote) - “conservation of biological diversity and ecological integrity should be a 
fundamental consideration”. (end quote) 
 

• This may seem a grand concept to use in addressing two housing blocks but the proposal 
here is just one of a thousand similar proposals cutting a swathe through our tree canopy 
here and across Sydney.  
 

• We are facing similar Seniors SEPP proposals only a street away which threaten 238 more 
trees.  
 

• The removal of 34 mature trees here - some of which are on the Willoughby Natural Heritage 
Register - would have an immediate impact on the wildlife corridor in this surprisingly 
biodiverse area and on local health and amenity. 
 

• Our wildlife relies on mature trees with hollows - which have often taken a hundred years or 
more to form.  Tube stock will not redress this loss.  We rely on trees to make our lives 
healthier particularly in the face of rising temperatures.  It will take decades for tube stock 
to help in this way. 
 

• The overwhelming majority of our urban trees today are not in public parks and reserves 
but in private gardens - retaining urban biodiversity means saving as many mature trees and 
green open spaces as possible from the overdevelopment I believe has been proposed for 
this site. 

 

 
1 NSW Environmental Planning and Assessment Act 1979; the Protection of the Environment Administration Act 1991 
and the Biodiversity and Conservation Act 2016.  
 



Thank you 


